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From: the researcher theresearcher2020@yandex.com
Subject: Eric Coomer - important info

Date: January 5, 2021 at 6:20 PM
To: info@conservative-daily.com

Dear Joe & Max

 

 

I hope you had as good a Christmas as possible.

 

I believe the attached documents will be very useful to you in your investigation into Dominion's Eric Coomer.

 

The PDF contain information on Coomer and other relevant people/groups - including proven lies from Coomer, his potential method
of fraud - deduced from his own words, screenshots of his anti-Trump tweets (pre-deletion) despite claiming he never had a twitter
account, etc, etc.

 

This information was compiled from over a month's worth of research. Everything is referenced to pre-election sources and/or from
statements made by Eric Coomer or other authorative sources - with some screenshots provided where appropriate - let me know if
any footnotes are missing and I will provide where the information was obtained.

 

(the other excel document includes lists of voting system employees, etc. before they were scrubbed from the internet)

 

Please send these to other defendents/researchers/investigators/collaborators in order to effectively manage the workload.

 

Well done for your courage and work, and may God bless you and give you strength.

 

 

Happy New Year & Best regards,

a friend

 

 

P.S.

Certain information contained within might be worth keeping quiet for now for the element of surprise/allowing Coomer to lie further in
more interviews/court but I will leave it to your discernment. I can provide a word doc instead of the pdf if needed.

 

(emailed twice to in case the first was sent to spam)
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